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Using Data Effectively for Advocacy 
  
 
 
Summary: Credible data is one of the most powerful tools activists have to promote 
reform. When used effectively to raise awareness and present key information on 
public policy issues, data can lead to political and attitudinal changes. Successful 
activists around the world use data and information as a means to attract allies to 
their causes, build popular support and educate the general public, influence 
decision-makers to bring about change in their communities, and hold governments 
accountable to commitments and actions. Achieving real change, however, requires 
understanding when and how data and information can be used as evidence to 
establish facts or expose truth. 
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What is data? How can we use it for advocacy? 
 
Advocacy is a process by which people, groups, networks and coalitions seek to bring 
about positive change by influencing policies, as well as the actions and opinions of 
others. In evidence based advocacy, facts in the form of data are used to build a base 
of evidence in support of advocacy efforts, thereby increasing the probability of 
positive change.  
 
Data can be defined as discrete pieces of information, such as prices, measurements, 
dates, names of places and people, and addresses. The key to achieving real change is 
understanding when data can be used as evidence, which is what you need to 
establish facts or expose truth. Scientific data on climate change has served as 
evidence in proving the extent of global warming and its effect on the environment 
and humans.  
 
In India, the Blank Noise project took efforts to tackle the issue of street-based 
gender violence by inviting women to send in photographs of the clothes that they 
were wearing when they were harassed. The evidence that was collected directly 
challenged the myth that the way a woman dresses can invite harassment and led to a 
broader debate amongst women.  
  
What is data visualization? 
 
Data visualization is a visual representation of data that has been abstracted in some 
schematic form, meaning it has been put into a table, picture or diagram. A primary 
goal of data visualization is to communicate information clearly and efficiently to 
users. Effective visualization helps users in analyzing and reasoning about data and 
evidence. It makes complex data more accessible, understandable and usable.   
 
Example    
 
These two images from Greenpeace 
show the effect of garbage dumping on 
wildlife.  Albatross birds are surface 
feeders and survive on squid and flying 
fish eggs, which are close to the 
surface. This bird ate plastic debris, 
mistaking it  for food and eventually 
died because its stomach was full of 
plastic. These images clearly show the 
impact of the plastic debris of the 
ocean via the 13.8 ounces of mostly 
plastic in the stomach of this bird. 
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The Data Action Cycle 
 
When working with data to influence change it is important to think in terms of an 
action cycle that will help you build an effective data project.  Probably the most 
important aspect of understanding the data action cycle is the word ‘cycle’ as you 
will likely start back at the beginning after you have gone through it the first time and 
apply what you have learned about your data and your users. 
 
Having a goal or a set of goals, having a project you want to work with and having a 
question you want to address are crucial to your efforts in working through the data 
action cycle. The type of data you need depends on your goals and what you are 
trying to achieve with the information. When you are thinking about goals, you want 
to make sure that your goals are SMART: Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic, 
Time Bound. For example, ending hunger is an aspiration, but realistically pretty 
unachievable; it is not a change goal you can actually reach. However, getting a free 
school lunch program established in your school district is a goal that is achievable. It 
is very specific and measurable. You can tell whether or not it gets implemented and 
it is very much time-bound.  
 
The data action cycle itself can be broken down into the following three steps: 
 

 
 
 
 
 

STEP 1
Identify the primary users of the data: Who are the 
people that are actually going to use the data?  Are they 
citizens, journalists, government officials or civil society 
organizations? You will need to establish your audience.  

STEP 2
Understand how users are going to interact with the 
data: How will the data be transformed into useful 
information for users? How will the data project allow 
users to do something that they could not do before?

STEP3
Identify the outcome of your action: How will your 
target group, and the target group of those people you 
are trying to change react? How will this support your 
goals? 
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Within the data action cycle, the steps to reach your goal(s) will evolve and change 
based on how your audience perceives and interacts with your data. It is important to 
re-evaluate and adapt strategies as your target audience changes.  This means you 
will constantly need to evaluate your data and the tools you use to connect with 
citizens. Identifying individuals or organizations who are able to exert influence on 
your efforts or who are affected by your efforts, will help you in this process. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Stakeholders and Targets 
 
As you work through the data action cycle steps, you will need to identify your 
audience and stakeholders, as well as how they will interact with and react to your 
data.  Stakeholders are the people involved and/or impacted by the change you are 
seeking. These are the people who will be primarily using your data.  Stakeholders 
can be allies, neutral parties or opponents. You will need to be actively thinking 
about what you want your stakeholders to do with your data.  
 

ü   Allies are people who are already engaged and who support your goals. They 
are the people you want to mobilize and call upon to do things like attend 
meetings, put information out to target audiences through their own networks 
and contribute resources. You will need allies to engage neutral parties and 
opponents and to share the data that you are collecting.  

 
ü   Neutral parties are the people who neither support nor oppose your goals. 

They are the people whom you need to educate and influence to become 
allies. You can do that by giving them information that they want or need, or 
by engaging them in getting information that is needed for advocacy efforts. 
Actively engaging neutral parties in data gathering is a great way to educate 
and turn them into active allies.  

 
ü   Opponents are the people who actively oppose your goals; they are the people 

you need to counter. You are unlikely to be able to engage them for support as 
you would with allies and neutral parties, but you should be able to engage 
them in face-to-face meetings and forums. This will give you an opportunity to 
use evidence to counter arguments that they present in debates. You can also 
activate allies and neutral parties to educate and engage opponents.  

  
 

Remember throughout the data action cycle:   
● Steps to reach your goals will change and evolve 
● Your understanding of users and their needs will change 
● You will constantly need to evaluate data and the tools you use to 

connect with citizens 
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Those people who actually have the power to make the change you seek are your 
targets.  This may be one individual who will make a final decision by signing a law or 
changing an existing policy, or it could be the head of a corporation or the 
chairperson of a governing board. In some cases you may not know or have direct 
contact with your target. Activating stakeholders to reach and influence targets by 
using your data to influence them becomes particularly important in such cases.   
 
You can use the same data and display it in different ways depending on who it is you 
are trying to reach and what you are trying to get them to do. The examples below 
developed by Tactical Tech provide information about the situation of sex worker 
communities in Calcutta, India and highlight how the same data can be presented for 
different stakeholders.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Remember, allies are the people you want to mobilize; neutral parties are the 
people you want to educate; and opponents are the people you want to 
counter.  Overall, remember that everything is a data project. You need to 
establish achievable goals and aims, and to understand what evidence you 
need.   
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Example of Image Targeting Allies  
 
The image below is targeting allies and shows data collected by sex workers in West 
Bengal. It is about violence in their community and is presented in a way that would 
be understood by sex workers, which is crucial as they often experience violence on 
an individual basis. The aim is to get them to have a better understanding of what 
was happening in their communities and the whole purpose is to mobilize them.  
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Example of Image Targeting Opponents  
 
The image below uses data to address opponents, specifically police in this case; the 
tone is more confrontational. It asks the question, “Are you our protectors or 
exploiters?” It compares the level of violence at the hands of the police to those of 
local hooligans. The visualization in the lower right-hand corner shows that the 
number of police violence incidences is nearly twice as many as those of the local 
hooligans. So clearly this is saying to the police, “You are worse than the criminals.”  
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Example of Image Targeting Neutral Parties  
 
This image presents the same data, but it is used for neutral parties. This is 
specifically for government officials and the purpose is to highlight that the violence 
is happening while comparing regions to one another.  
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The Data Pipeline  
 
Once you have a clear understanding of your data action cycle, stakeholders and 
targets, you can begin manipulating data. The process of working with data can be 
broken down into the following five steps: 
 

STEP 1: FINDING THE DATA 

 
Sometimes evidence is data that has already been collected. You could check 
government portals, open data portals and international organizations like the World 
Bank for data that you can use as evidence. In other cases, data has not been 
collected yet so you have to go about the process of collecting it yourself. Data 
sources will be addressed in more detail in the next section.  
 

STEP 2: EXAMINING THE DATA 

 
To be able to examine your data you will need to add it to a tool such as a 
spreadsheet, which will allow you to examine the data. When examining data it is 
important to consider whether the data is complete or whether it is all the data you 
need. Thinking about the quality is also important; for example, are there errors or 
inconsistencies? Are things like addresses standardized? Then take a look and identify 
the data types that you have in your spreadsheet.  
 
Sometimes data is in a format that is not user-friendly or is difficult to access. There 
are various tools and techniques you can use to manipulate and understand such data 
and use it to further your goal, which will be addressed in the following sections.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

For more on how to safely collect and verify data see Nabz-Iran’s courses, 
Verifying Information in Challenging Environments for Citizen Monitors and 
Documenting Human Rights Violations in Challenging Environments. Each 
course provides step-by-step guides and tips for how to collect data and 
stories and how to report on these with accuracy, impartiality and 
objectivity.  
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STEP 3: CLEANING THE DATA 
 
Data is often disorganized, making analysis and manipulation into visualizations very 
difficult. Therefore, before you can use the data, you must clean the data -- for 
example, removing unnecessary spacing, fixing inconsistencies in spelling or 
correcting misspelled words. One of the best things you can do when cleaning data is 
reconciling categories, which means that the same thing is categorized multiple times 
with different categories.   
 
Useful tools for cleaning data include: 

 
§   Microsoft Excel 
§   Mac Numbers 
§   LibreOffice Calc  
§   Google Refine 
§   OpenRefine 

 
Cleaning data, however, is not always just about the tools; expertise is also 
important. Wording and codes might be difficult for everyone to understand, and they 
can be quite hard for people to access.  Data can also cover technical subjects, which 
makes knowledge and understanding of technicalities such as procurements, public 
budgets and expenditures necessary. Therefore, expertise along with the right tools is 
important. 
 
STEP 4: ANALYZING THE DATA 
 
In the analysis step you will try to make sense of the data and ask, “What is the story 
behind this information?” This means that you will need to do some detective work 
with the data to look at it closely and ask some key questions. For example, are you 
looking for comparisons and contrasts, do you want to compare general magnitude or 
quantities?  Are there trends and patterns in the data indicating change over time?  
Are there relationships and connections that are worth looking at? Are there key 
associations to examine? You should be looking for patterns, abnormalities, things 
that stand out and things that can tell a story.  
 
In terms of tools for data analysis, OpenRefine is popular and user friendly. In 
addition, spreadsheets such as Microsoft Excel,OpenOffice, LibreOffice and Mac 
Numbers allow you to easily analyze data and are recommended to master using 
before moving on to more complex tools for analysis.  
 
The School of Data also offers courses and tools in how to find, clean and analyze 
data and how to use spreadsheets to analyze your data.  
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STEP 5: PRESENTING THE DATA 
 
Once you have analyzed your data and discover patterns and a story, you can begin 
working on the presentation of your story through visualizations.  When working with 
data visuals you will need to know your audience. What visuals will resonate with your 
audience? How will they react? As for your message, make sure it is strong, direct, 
and, most of all, simple. Does your visual get the message across? Your data visual will 
be the foundation that will get your audience to understand the scale and importance 
of your message.  
 
There are lots of tools available that can help you with making a preliminary data 
visualisation in the form of charts and infographics, which are graphic visual 
representations of information.   Using software is a great first step in visualising your 
data.  If you are working with geo-locational data, try using a service like Crowdmap 
by Ushahidi or Google Fusion Tables .  For other types of data, this list from Tactical 
Tech's Visualising Data from Advocacy guide is a great resource.  
 
However, you should not rely on using software to create a final visualization for 
advocacy work. If you want to make a really powerful and effective data 
visualization, chances are you will need the help of a graphic designer. When sharing 
your data with a graphic designer to create a visual make sure to give him or her as 
much information as possible. Provide the graphic designer with information about 
your audience and what your hopes and aims are for the final visual. You should 
always provide examples and inspirations.   
 
Remember that simpler is often better. Don’t overcomplicate how you display your 
data; less often has more impact.  
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Data Sources 
 
Data sources include governments, civil society organizations, academic institutions, 
think tanks and ‘open data’, data that can be freely used and shared, on the Internet. 
It is also increasingly easy to crowdsource data from individuals; you just need to give 
them a reason and be willing to share ownership. There are also lots of Internet tools 
that make it easy to collect data. The Internet also makes it easy for everyone to 
collect data across geographically dispersed regions, so in this age of globalization we 
can get a clear picture of what is going on around the world.  
 
GOVERNMENT SOURCES 
 
In recent years, governments have begun to release some of their data to the public. 
Many governments host special government data platforms that openly provide the 
data they create. For example, the United Kingdom started data.gov.uk. Similar data 
portals exist in the United States, Brazil, and Kenya and also in many other countries. 
If you want to find out if your country has an open data portal visit, datacatalogs.org. 
If you are trying to find data about a country that doesn't have open data, you can try 
looking at another country’s data source to see if they have data on the country in 
which you’re interested. 
 
ORGANIZATIONS AND INSTITUTIONS 
 
There is a growing number of initiatives that aim to provide public access to published 
data. Organizations such as the World Bank and the World Health Organization release 
large amounts of data available to the public. Scientific institutions such as NASA also 
release data to their own repositories, some of which are open to the public. To help 
people find data, projects like the Open Access Directory’s data repository list or the 
Open Knowledge Foundation’s datahub.io have been started. They aim either to 
collect data sources, or collect different data sets from various sources.  
 

SEARCH ENGINES 
 
Another very good source for data is the Internet. You can search for CSV on Google 
by typing +filetype:csv in the search bar. CSV files hold plain text as a series of values 
(cells) separated by commas (,) in a series of lines (rows). For example, searching for 
“South Africa” +filetype:csv will result in CSV files mentioning South Africa, in the 
name or description. You can try searching different file types as well, such as xls for 
excel spreadsheets or pdfs.  
 
Google Tables search also allows users to search within open tables available on the 
Internet for the data that they are looking for in tabular format, such as geographical 
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data in the form of maps. This differs from searching for spreadsheets online, as it 
results in tables that are on websites or readily available to fuse with Google Fusion 
tables to make compelling results.   
 
ACADEMIC INSTITUTIONS AND THINK TANKS 
 
Colleges and universities are hubs of research activity.  It’s always good to make 
inquiries about current research projects and to see if they might have useful data 
sets--many are made available online. 
 
CROWDSOURCING 
 
Another option is to collect your own data and make it available to others who might 
find it useful. This allows you to control the type of data you are collecting and 
involve others in your data collecting efforts, which can help you build allies. If you 
are crowdsourcing data from citizens, it is critical that you explain value or benefit to 
the people you are collecting information from. Always make sure people understand 
why they are participating and what the goal is, so that you are very transparent and 
inclusive. Most importantly, listen and pay attention to your users’ needs and 
interests. You need to understand them, and any outreach you do should be an 
engagement opportunity for them to come back to you.  
 
If you are crowdsourcing and collecting your own data, a good practice is to make it 
open data. Below are some key characteristics of good open data to consider when 
crowdsourcing and collecting your own data: 
 

§   It can be linked to and easily shared so it can be used by others.   
§   It is available in a standard, structured format so that it can be easily 

processed.  
§   It has guaranteed availability and consistency over time so others can come to 

rely on it.  
§   It is traceable so that it goes right back to where it originates and others can 

work out whether or not to trust it.  
§   It has a license that says it is open data. 

 
Verification is an important component of crowdsourcing. An important question to 
ask when crowdsourcing data is “What sort of scrutiny will your data be put under?” 
Courts of law or international tribunals, for example, require very rigorous 
verification processes, so it is important to make sure that your data can be verified 
by legitimate sources. At a minimum you want to verify data to the point where your 
reputation remains credible; if you are putting data out in the world, you need to 
make sure it is reliable. It is very important to always review and fact-check 
crowdsourced data.  
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS ON CREATING DATA VISUALIZATIONS 

 
1.   What types of data visualizations are most effective? 
 
The most effective visualizations 
are ones that make a single point 
and show the least amount of data 
to get that point across. Simpler is 
better. The most effective 
graphics will grab the viewer and 
have a clear message. This image 
uses a minimal amount of data in a 
very clever way to convey a 
message about traffic congestion. 
 
2.   How do I start? 
 
Start with your goals.  What are you trying to accomplish?  What change do you want 
to see? Then think how data visualization will help you make that change. Next you 
will need to get to know your audience as best you can. Try to figure out what they 
find compelling about your data.  What visuals will resonate with them?  How do you 
want them to react to the visualization? Then take a look at different data 
visualizations for inspiration.  
 
3.   Where can I see some good examples of data visualizations in advocacy? 
 
There are lots of examples floating around the web. Some great places for inspiration: 
 

§   Nabz-Iran  
§   Tactical Tech's Visualising Advocacy Guide 
§   The Guardian  
§   Information is Beautiful  

 
4.   What software should I use to prepare and clean my data?   
 

§   OpenRefine is popular and user friendly for analysis.  
§   If you know how to work with code, using spreadsheets such as CSV, Excel (.xls 

and .xlsx), JSON, XML, RDF and XML is also a good option. There are many 
functions in spreadsheets that can help you clean your data.     

§   Courses and tools offered by The School of Data on how to find, clean and 
analyze data and how to use spreadsheets to analyze data, can also be helpful.  

§   Google Refine is a powerful tool for cleaning and transforming data into a 
workable format.  
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5.   How should I approach creating interactive infographics? 
 
An effective interactive infographic will take a user on a journey.  Again, think about 
how to convey the least amount of data that will grab your audience and compel 
them to learn more about your issue. You should provide a pathway for them to get 
stories about individuals’ experiences. You also need to be able to drill down to all 
the detail that your data contains.  This is known as the three gets: 'get the idea, get 
the story and get the detail.'  There is a fourth get that every interactive infographic 
should have, which is how to get involved. A great example of this is the Land Matrix 
website. 
 
6.   Should I use a different data set for different audiences? 
 
Not necessarily.  The beauty of data visualizations is that they can focus on different 
elements of a data set depending on who the audience is. The same data set can be 
the foundation for different visualizations that will mobilize allies, educate neutral 
parties, or counter opponents.   
 
7.   How can I get data? 
 
You have two options to get data - either collect it yourself or find data that has 
already been collected and made public.  Data that is collected and made public may 
be more difficult to use as it was collected for other purposes.  If you collect data 
yourself you should be prepared to engage and share ownership with the community 
you are gathering the data from or with. 
 
There are lots of places to find publically available data.  Start with governments, 
nongovernmental organizations (NGO’s), academia and science institutions.  Look for 
data that has been collected for research.  Projects like the Open Access Directory’s 
data repository or the Open Knowledge Foundation’s datahub.io have been started to 
help people find publically available data. These projects aim to collect data sources 
or compile different data sets from various sources.  See more at SchoolofData.Org. 
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MORE RESOURCES 
 
For Visualizing Data: 
  

§   The TA Bridge Webinar:  Using Info-Graphics and Data Visualizations to Engage  
§   Tactical Tech: Visualising Information for Advocacy  
§   Global Witness:  The Power of the Info-Graphic  
§   The Guardian’s Development Project: How to make infographics: a beginner’s 

guide to data visualisation 
 

Some useful tools for managing and visualizing data: 
§   Import.io 
§   Infogr.am 
§   Tableau Public  
§   OpenRefine 
§   Timeline 
§   CartoDB 

 
On Data Use in Social Change: 

§   The Guardian Data Blog  
§   UN Data revolution group  
§   Open Spending  

§   Example: In Cameroon, Budget Transparency One Council at a Time 
§   Bridging Transparency and Technology  
§   Online book: Visualizing information for advocacy   
§   Gapminder  
§   FabRiders’  

§   What I’ve Learned about Data Advocacy 
§   What I’ve Learned about Privacy, Data & Digital Tools  
§   What I’ve Learned about Maps 

§   Tactical Technology Collective  
§   The TA Bridge Webinar Getting Citizens Engaged in Your Transparency and 

Accountability Project  
 
For Understanding Data: 

§   School of Data’s DataFundamentals   
§   (Re)Structuring Journalism   

 
Crowdsourcing projects 

§   Nabz-Iran 
§   Land Matrix 
§   Women Against Violence Project-Eurasian Harm Reduction Network  
§   Ushahidi 
§   Harassmap 


